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the faces of sacagawea discovering lewis clark t his spelling has been attributed to nicholas biddle the editor of the first edition of the expedition s journals 1814 who read the captains usual orthography as a soft g as in gem or gentle and replaced their g with a j meriwether lewis understood her hidatsa name to mean bird woman saca bird and wea woman on may 20 1805 he wrote that they had named a tributary of the
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native american legends full index mobile friendly version we re in the process of rewriting some sections of the site with a new look this is to make it easier for people with mobile phones
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the spirits who lived at the bottom of the great lakes required sacrifices of certain colored dogs bound with legs and muzzles tied and thrown into the water so the angry gods would be appeased and fishing and traveling on the waters would be good and safe for the peoples in 1709 it was observed that the tribes of the great lakes region would leave their villages nestled along the banks of
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evaki the goddess of night and day she had a pot with a lid when she closed the lid the sun was left outside night when she took the lid off the pot the sun could be seen day
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the purpose of the national indian nations conference the largest u s department of justice sponsored indian nations conference is to bring together native american victims victim advocates tribal leaders victim service providers community volunteers prosecutors judicial and law enforcement personnel family violence and sexual assault specialists medical providers social
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in 1808 napoleon invaded spain and put his brother joseph on the spanish throne joseph founded a museum to house the best paintings of spain spanish nobles who remained loyal to the deposed king ferdinand vii had their art collections confiscated
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slippery rock university official university news sru trustees laud student achievements at quarterly business meeting 3 29 2019 the slippery rock university council of trustees said goodbye to one of their own while celebrating the accomplishments and achievements of a variety of students today at their quarterly business meeting
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